
 

 

 

 

  

This term’s theme is; ‘How we organise ourselves’. Theme IB 

Our main line of inquiry is looking into how most food goes through several stages 

before it gets to our homes. We will start by be looking into how the company 

Walkers organises themselves. We will be looking into the journey of a crisp. Children 

have asked questions about this line of inquiry which will help make up our learning 

journey this term.  

Read Write Inc.  

Children will continue to work through the RWI 

programme. In Year 1 we would expect children 

working at age expectation to be in Yellow 

group by the end of this term. 

Home Reading 

Children are expected to read at home for at 

least 10 minutes every day. Children have their 

colour banded reading books which, ideally, 

need to be changed every day or when they 

have finished reading the book.  When children 

move to a new RWI group their book band 

colour will be changed. This information will be 

written in your child’s yellow reading record 

book. 

 

PE 

PE kits need to be in school every 

Friday. Children are welcome to keep 

them in school all of the time. Please 

ensure all items of clothing, including 

shoes and hats, are named. This term 

we will focus on gymnastic.  

Maths 

In maths this term our main focus will be on measurement. We 

will use non-standard forms of measurement to measure and 

compare height / length, capacity and weight / mass. Children 

have already begun to enjoy using balance scales to compare 

weight and find out how many cubes different objects weigh. 

Children will not only need to compare measurements but will 

also need to describe and solve practical problems. Children will 

begin to record their findings in given tables. This term we will 

also recap on our learning of addition and subtraction. This will 

lead us onto addition of two digit numbers focusing on tens and 

ones. We will then add three one digit numbers. Children will be 

expected to understand and write number sentences correctly 

and find missing numbers in number sentences.  

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Computing 

In computing this term our main focus will 

be using computer technology to persuade 

an audience. 

Science 

This term we will continue to focus on 

seasonal change and every day 

materials. We will take part in 

investigations to find the best materials 

for different purposes. We will then 

move onto a topic of plants.  

Music 

Mrs Stroud will be teaching Willow class for 

music sessions. They will focus on rhythm, 

tempo and notation. They will learn a Mother’s 

Day song and begin to learn some Easter 

themed songs. 

 

 

 

 

In music assembly time we are learning songs 

for Harvest Festival.  

Please remember that our library day is a Thursday. Children will 

have an opportunity to look at books and bring one home to 

share. Children can keep the book they choose for up to one 

week. Please ensure children have their library book back in 

school by the following Thursday ready to change for a new one.  

RE 

This term in RE, children will be learning 

about Easter celebrations. Children will have 

the opportunity to take part in different 

activities led by different teachers. 
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Homework Reminders 

Please remember that spellings will be sent out weekly on a Friday. Children 

must put their spelling book in the tray by Thursday. Late books will not have 

scores inputted or new spellings stuck in. 

Please continue to use our online learning platforms to complete homework 

and support your child’s learning. These are costly resources that can embed 

well the learning we do in school. In Year 1 children have access to Reading 

Eggs and Maths Seeds. Homework will be set weekly on Math Seeds each 

Friday and due the following Thursday. 

Termly homework  

Children are to choose 1 or more homework tasks they would like to complete this term. Termly homework will due 

in school the first week back after the Easter Holidays.  

Option 1: Design a new flavour of crisps. Write about what flavour you would choose and why. Design a new crisp 

packet. Children may wish to draw / paint / make a model of their new crisp packet. 

Option 2: To make an Easter / Spring scene in a shoebox.  

Option 3: To make a collage using different materials of an Easter / Spring picture.  

 


